
Personal information
First name(s) / Surname(s) Konstantine Kitiashvili                              
Address 22 Bakhtrioni str.
0194 Tbilisi (Georgia)
Telephone(s) +995 (32)362754; Mobile +995 (99) 921797
E-mail(s) konstantine_doors@yahoo.com
Nationality Georgian
Date of birth 03/12/1985

Gender Male

Education and training
Dates 01/09/2004 - 01/09/2005
Principal subjects / occupational skills
covered
Philosophy and sociology
Name and type of organisation
providing education and training
Tbilisi State University
Tbilisi (Georgia)
Dates 01/09/2004 - 01/09/2008
Title of qualification awarded Bachelor
Principal subjects / occupational skills
covered
Fine arts
Name and type of organisation
providing education and training
Tbilisi State Academy of Arts (Fine arts)
22 Griboedov street, 0154 Tbilisi (Georgia)

Personal skills and
competences
Mother tongue(s) Georgian
Other language(s)
Self-assessment Understanding Speaking W r i t i n g
European level (*) Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

Russian C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user

English C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user

Exhibition:
Personal exhibition:

8.07.2008 - “Georgian mythology” Caucasian house
13.11.2006 -“Untitled”  Cumberto space
Graphics
20.01.2011.- “Academia+” Art academy space
Graphics

Exhibitions as  group Bouillon member:
Group bouillon: Bouillon Art Group was founded on 2008 by Koka kitiashvili,Temo kartlelishvili, Zura kikvadze,Natuka 
Vacadze, Katia kecbaia, Lado kharTishvili. The group produces performances, actions and artistic interventions into public 
spaces. It focuses on investigation of a space and adaptation of an
art work to non-artistic spaces. They have worked on a series of apartment exhibitions using private
space for performance, happenings and installations. In contrary of soviet apartment exhibitions
where private space played a role of a gallery for presenting banned artworks, Bouillon's use of a
private space is oriented towards the revealing of creative signifier of non-artistic spaces. First they
search for a space that evokes a motivation for working. Then a space becomes a construction stage
for an art work.
The ideas in the group are always generated through collaboration of the group members.
Bouillon tries to eliminate the borders between art and life. As a result the line between these two
fields of human activity gets always blurred in their works.



26.06.08 - Tbilisi, Arsi exhibition hall
Installation/performance «I love mummy” 
8-15 .10.09 - “Artisterium” the Second Tbilisi Contemporary Art Exhibition
Performance/Action Weightlifters  
25.03.10 Tbilisi Former Mioni Factory
Installation/performance/video 
8.09.2010 Tbilisi Fine Art Academy Gallery at Chardin 
2.10.10 Apartment Project,Istanbul,Turkey
Installation/performance
22-25.07.10 Tbilisi Former Ministry of Roads ” Frozen Moments: architecture speaks back” ( organized by polish 
embassy) – A public art project. curated by Joanna Warsha   
Installation

Apartment exhibition series:
binaN1 “koka banaobs”- 11/11/2008 address: Vaja Pshavela lane -1,house -5,enterence1,
8 flour, flat-20
bina N3 – 01/02/2009 address: Qiqodze str:11.
bina N-4 - 2-4.10.2009. betlemi mikroraion ,”apartment _4 “supra” - Art Zona ( organized by polish embassy) – A 
public art project in betlemi district. “Betlemi Mikro-raioni” curated by Joanna Warsha 
20.09 .10 Ijevan,Armenia –“Apartment -5”



Art Group “Bouillon”
created in 2007; group has made performances, 
installations, interventions in public space. Group is from six members. Group participated in local and 
international exhibitions.

Natuka Vatsadze
Artist, independent curator. Academic degree of Master of art criticism.. Born in 1978in Tbilisi. Lives  and 
works in Tbilisi.

Temo Kartlelishvili
Artist. Bachelor of monumental-decorative art in state art Academy of Tbilisi. Born in Tbilisi. Lives and 
works in Tbilisi.

Katia Checbaia
Artist. Master of painting In state art Academy of Tbilisi. Born in 1980 in Sukhumi. Lives and works in 
Tbilisi.

Koka kitiasvili
Artist. Bachelor of painting In state Academy of Tbilisi. Born in 1985 in Tbilisi. Lives and works in Tbilisi.

Lado Khartisvili
Artist. Master of monumental-Decorative art in state art Academy of Tbilisi. Born in 1985 in Tbilisi. Lives 
and works in Germany.

Zura kikvasze
Artist. Bachelor of monumental-decorative art in state art academy of Tbilisi. Born in 1985inTbilisi.Lives 
and works in Tbilisi.

Exhibition:

26.06.08 - Tbilisi, Arsi exhibition hall Installation/performance «I love mummy” 
8-15 .10.09 - “Artisterium” the Second Tbilisi Contemporary Art ExhibitionPerformance/Action 

 

Apartment exhibition series:
binaN1 “koka banaobs”- 11/11/2008 address: Vaja Pshavela lane -1,house -5,enterence1, 8 flour, flat-20
binaN2  “wylis kacebi” – 18/12/2008 address:  Didi digomi, I .Petriwi str:9,floor 16+1.
bina N3 – 01/02/2009 address: Qiqodze str:11.
bina N-4 - 2-4.10.2009. betlemi mikroraion ,”apartment _4 “supra” - Art Zona ( organized by polish 
embassy) – A public art project in betlemi district. “Betlemi Mikro-raioni” curated by Joanna Warsha

Weightlifters

25.03.10 Tbilisi Former Mioni Factory

Installation/performance/video 

8.09.2010 Tbilisi Fine Art Academy Gallery at Chardin 
Installation/performance

22-25.07.10 Tbilisi Former Ministry of Roads ” Frozen Moments: architecture speaks back” ( organized 

by polish embassy) – A public art project. curated by Joanna Warsha   

Installation

10.09.2010. Ijevan (Armenia) apartment 5

2.10.10 Apartment Project,Istanbul,Turkey



i - mommy 
Artists compared the mother sculptures which were constructed in soviet time in the different countries.
They made graphic paintings and wrote some impressions about sculptures on the "Caucasian" bread.  
There was also an installation . the photo of the soviet bell(from school) which is look like woman`s 
breast, wooden table with the jar of a milk on it .
The artist  ate the bread and drank the milk from jar. 
Tbilisi, Arsi exhibition hall, Installation/performance , 06.06.08



KoKa
Banaobs

Koka banaobs (koka takes shower)
was the first project from the apartment exhibition series. The project was going in the standard soviet 
living flat with 3 rooms. The whole space was occupied and covered with white paper.
In the bathroom one of the artist named Koka was taking a shower. The bathroom door was opened. 
There was a projection in one of the rooms with the same action as in the bathroom but it was 
recorded before and wasn`t a live. in the kitchen there was a little whole from where you could watch 
the bathroom performance in live. There was the water sound in the whole flat.
performance was simulating the high level of technological development which has created such tools 
of depicting reality, which make it look much more real than the reality itself(the copies of which they 
represent).
 when this imaginary reality has won over reality itself, we also depart to the dimension of 
hyper-reality or the world of simulacra triumph.
apartment exhibition bina#1  01.02.200911/11/2008



Appartment 3

Bina 3 (apartment 3)
was the third project from apartment series. The action was 
going in two room’s flat, one of the streets of old Tbilisi. There 
was a table with twelve plates (six at one side and six at 
another) in one of the room, one side of the table was occupied 
by six artists and you could see and join them. This action was 
the group`s presentation, by eating bullion artists offered public 
daily occurrence.
apartment exhibition bina#3 01.02.2009



SUPRA

Birthday
This exhibition continue the team of sculptures mothers in soviet time . This performance which went 
three day was a Georgian mothers birthday. For the project artists choose five persons with different 
professions and gave them information about Georgian mother and her sisters in different countries in 
soviet period.
the party was going near her sculpture in the open place .The table was made in Georgian tradition 
with the toastmaster “Tamada”. he introduces with toast Georgian mother (like alive ),her sisters...
people could join this party and hear the stores about her .
2-4.10.2009. betlemi mikroraion, “supra” - Art Zona  ( organized by polish embassy) – A public art 
project in betlemi district. “Betlemi Mikro-raioni” curated by Joanna Warsha.

apartment-4 

Group presents Apartment 4 from the apartment-exhibition series. Apartment 4 reimages apartment space as a 

construction for artwork and attempts to reveal the conflict between comfort and nonconformity and between 

fiction and reality.



WEIGHT
LIFTERS

Weight lifters
Project The Weight lifter parodies a rush of 
underdeveloped countries towards the Western 
Unions like EU,NATO...
During one month`s physical trainings 5 artists 
make attempt to achieve non realistic results 
and become professional weight lifters. This 
action symbolizes the competition of EU 
non-member countries to reach stated 
standards of western civilization in a short 
period of time.
The project simultaneously is the simulation of 
the corporate "ethics" of developed society that 
is shown by the rules of the sports games. 
Artists underline that the basis of the corporate 
ethics is the athletic principle of competition.
The project blurs the boundaries between art, 
sports and politics demonstrating the combined 
cultural "bullion", where there is no 
differentiated space any more.
8-15 .10.09 - “Artisterium” the Second Tbilisi 
Contemporary Art Exhibition 
Performance/Action Weightlifters



bouillon questions functionality and illogical ,dismembered,obscure inside like soviet system .The most intimate parts of 

the building -toilets,have lost its common space; now they become functional for the common ,shared use.



Personal exhibition:

20.01.2011.- “Academia+”

Graphics were about “mother of Georgia” statue, which was constructed in 1952 and  exactly suits to Soviet period with 
it`s nature .It is very odd but “mother” from the beginning of her life till today became a thing of worship. For many 
Georgians the sculpture is a symbol of “Georgian ideal woman. She was given with some specific features by people. 
And every time looking at her, the sculpture reminds you how you must be.  
    This graphics describes how behaves “mother of Georgia” in various situations.  



8.07.2008 - “Georgian mythology” Caucasian house
DOBILNI: 

Minor evil spirits that usually took appearance of women, 

children or even animals to harm humans and spread diseases. 

The dobilni towers (dobilt k'oshk'i) are found within the 

complexes of most Khevsurian shrines

14.03.2008  “Untitled” cumberto space



About project:
Name : Chardin 19

Date: 8.09.2010
Bullion art Group
2010, space installation, action, Gallery “Academy +”, Tbilisi

The latest project of the art group Shardeni-19 presents interrelation between bordering spaces and
a human's behavior in them. Artists were locked in a cube made in the gallery space. The narrow
tunnel around the cube enabled a viewer to look inside the cube space through the holes made in
the cube walls. The holes showed the cube space much bigger  then it actually was. The connection
was one-sided, as the artists could not see anything outside the cube. The only mode of contact with
the outer space was the voices and sounds of movement and the feeling of being observed through
the holes. The flow of the audience and the “circumstances” inside the cube was documented by the
photo cameras. During the action the viewer became involved with surveillance of the artists locked
in the cube. The action depicted viewers' almost voyeuristic desire to look at the locked artists. The
artists voluntarily became the objects for observance to reveal an irresistible desire to watch while
the people watching the artists inside the cube as if completely forgot of their own spaces.



Apartment #5 
Apartment 5 was held in Ijevan (Armenia). Besides the fact we were interested to engage the residents in the 
project, we also wanted to do research about how they live in the environment,  which long ago was quite 
rich and nowadays, due to new social circumstances, the city changed a lot. Ijevan apartment project 
became a research and we found out that most of the residents left their homes after the system changed; 
how many agreed to open their private space for strangers, even from the door eyes. Changing the direction 
of the door eyes shared only the entrance to the private space for the society, but even these insignificant 
scenes were enough to see the world, people create for themselves and show to other people close to them. 
Interior which was seen in voyeuristic way, came in contrast with the outer world, more or less furnished, 
repaired, clean apartments   seemed absolutely  independent from ruined entrance and almost destroyed 
city.                                                                                                                                             
           The project, somehow, gives the opportunity to see the city from the inside. Information about the 
citizens, their interests, lifestyle are united in one work. In addition to this, we see where lies the border 
between the perception of private and public. 



Bouillon individual
Common work: pillows
The work was about connection between the old factory building and the people`s life who 
worked there. For many of them “life” finished exactly after closing the factory, Soviet Union 
collapsed, and the Mioni factory was like a dream.

Koka Kitiashvili:  installation 

Material used: car cameras, three first aid 
kits
Introduced heroes to anti-heroes and 
suggested to think about our oppurtunities.

Ex Mioni factory 02.05.2010



Group Bouillon was founded on 2008.       

Six members in the group:(plateN2)

 

 ...Koka kitiashvili

 Temo kartlelishvili...(plateN2)

 ...Zura kikvadze 

Natuka Vacadze

 Katia kecbaia

 Lado kharTishvili.

 Ideas in the group artists generating together

 and...(plate N 4)

 ...work gets its final form.

 Group   produces performances...( plateN16)

... actions and artistic interventions in public space.

 They made series of apartment exhibitions... (plateN12)

 

...using private space for performance...(plateN22)

 ...happenings and installations.

 First they search for space ...(N6)

...that becomes motivation for their artworks.

... Space is something like construction for art work. 

“Bouillon” trying to play between art and life borders...(N7)

 ...which is blurred in their work.
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